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**Abstract**

**Background** Poor and deprived groups benefit less from preventive and curative interventions than the general population, despite the availability of a range of interventions that are generally considered effective.

**Objectives** This review assesses the evidence on the degree to which infectious disease programmes benefit the poor and the mechanisms that potentially determine pro-poor effectiveness.

**Methods** A combination of search strings was used to identify infectious diseases studies that describe programmes targeted on the poor in MEDLINE and ScienceDirect databases. An additional online search was conducted in Google Scholar. Further literature and research reports were retrieved by reference tracking (“snowballing”) and upon recommendation from experts. The literature was reviewed independently by the authors in a two-step process. The findings of the extremely diverse set of studies were extracted and conclusions drawn after a series of discussions with colleagues in the field.

**Results** 89 reviews were selected on the basis of previously agreed inclusion and exclusion criteria. Hardly any evidence was found on programmes with a particular focus on the poorest and most vulnerable beyond malaria, TB, and HIV/AIDS.

**Conclusion** Our review demonstrates that the pro-poor effectiveness of infectious disease interventions has neither been a priority in programme development nor has it been addressed articulately in research. In order for an infectious disease programme to be considered pro-poor, the endpoints should be measurable as long-term health gains for the poor and vulnerable. Programmes designed as integrated approaches addressing environmental factors, health risks, health care and poverty alleviation have the most potential to yield pro-poor outcomes.
Introduction
Poverty and infectious diseases are closely linked; poverty often predisposes individuals to infectious diseases and, moreover, infectious diseases may lead to deterioration in individual and community socioeconomic status (1). Despite the availability of a range of interventions that are generally considered effective, poor and deprived groups benefit less from preventive and curative interventions than the general population (2). This review assesses the degree to which control programmes for infectious diseases benefit the poor. We should assume that only interventions and programmes that are effective produce benefits for any subgroup of the population, so effectiveness is a necessary condition. The criteria for classifying an intervention or a health-care programme as “pro-poor” are not clear from the literature (3).

Can an intervention be described as “pro-poor” or “reaching the poor” if there is some benefit to the poorest groups? Do we require the poorest to be benefiting proportionally? Or is a programme only “pro-poor” if there is measurable over-proportionate benefit among the poorest as compared to the rest of the population? The latter criterion might be appealing as it reflects some notion of progressivity, which is a principle that is applied in the analysis of equity on the financing side. To arrive at a meaningful consensus on what the preferred characteristics of a pro-poor programme should be is difficult. Part of the complication arises from the fact that the need for health services is distributed unevenly across population groups. The benefits to the poorest groups should be evaluated against their relative need, as in the case of infectious diseases which tend to affect poorer groups to a higher degree (4). This does not necessarily mean that any intervention effectively addressing an infectious disease can automatically be regarded as pro-poor. This review also explores the evidence on the “pro-poorness” of different programmes and interventions.

Methods
We conducted a search in Medline, Science Direct and Google Scholar of peer-reviewed articles and grey literature addressing research on infectious diseases in low- and middle-income countries. The search string combined three components: The first component selected the literature that referred to one or more of the terms “pro-poor”, “equity”, “socioeconomic” or “access”; the second component combined the medical subject headings (MeSH terms) “communicable diseases”, “tuberculosis”, “malaria” and “HIV infections”; the third component specified the search to consider the terms “intervention”, “programme”, “strategy”, “treatment” or “control”. In the different components the search terms were truncated and labelled such as to allow a variation in spelling, singular and plural forms etc. and thus, a maximum outcome.

Identifying specific experiences in reaching the poor with infectious diseases programmes was the primary focus of the review. A critical assessment of the quality of the evidence presented was conducted. This quality check sought to ensure that the focus of the paper remained on interventions addressing one or more infectious diseases in a developing country context. Furthermore, studies reviewed should either explicitly address the poor or report results by socioeconomic status. Finally for the strength of the evidence on effectiveness, a comprehensive description of the intervention and a discussion on sustainability were scrutinised. It has to be acknowledged, however, that the breadth of the topic and the explorative approach towards the ambiguous objective of “pro-poor effectiveness” limit the applicability of more rigorous formal criteria as ideally employed in reviews with a more precisely defined objective.

After the abstract review around 80% of papers were discarded. Those discarded can be categorised as follows: Database deficiencies (e.g. articles not on infectious diseases); focused on issues outside the socioeconomic paradigm; had an exclusive focus on determinants of incidence or prevalence of infectious diseases (e.g. risk factors, disease knowledge) and not on interventions that reach or do not reach the poor; or focused on nutrition interventions or exclusively on vaccine preventable diseases.

Diseases and pro-poor interventions
The literature search in Medline and ScienceDirect identified a total of 826 publications and an additional 33 from reference tracking, recommendation from experts and Google Scholar (Figure). 89 reviews were selected on the basis of previously agreed inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Malaria
A considerable body of evidence suggests that malaria especially affects the poorest countries and among them the poorest population groups. Worrall and colleagues found mixed evidence on malaria incidence by socioeconomic group (5).
They reported important differentials in the uptake of malaria control interventions across three categories: 1) use of preventive measures (such as coils, sprays, repellents and chemophrophylaxis), 2) ownership and use of malaria bed nets and 3) choice of health-care provider for treatment. They found malaria control interventions were used less by the poorest (measured through a variety of indicators). The poorest were more likely to opt for self-treatment and less likely to use private or other higher level public providers. Differential uptake of malaria interventions can be the result of the economic burden that the disease poses on poor households and the cost barriers of seeking care (1,6).

Different socioeconomic levels even among neighbouring communities influence home management of malaria. In Ghana, Biritwum and colleagues followed up children under five for one year in two adjacent communities in Accra with different socioeconomic characteristics (7). A child from the poorer community was less likely to have been taken to a clinic or hospital to be treated for malaria than a child from the better-off community. Variations in socioeconomic and economic characteristics were significant in explaining the incidence of malaria in rural households in Benin (8). Monthly expenditure and socioeconomic status (as enabling factors) were found to have a significant positive impact on malaria incidence. The authors of the study suggest that the better-off demonstrate improved case reporting and are more likely to seek treatment.

There is limited literature explicitly focusing on pro-poor interventions for malaria prevention or treatment. However, Barat and colleagues attempted to examine the pro-poorness of malaria interventions (9). They document some examples of inequities in risk of infection, access to preventive measures and consequences of the disease. They acknowledge, however, the lack of definite evidence on interventions that successfully reach the poor.

An inequitable distribution of malaria prevention strategies was also reported in Sudan (10). In this study, socioeconomic status was positively related to expenditures. The poorest households spent the least amount of money to prevent malaria and were the least likely to own mosquito nets.

The distribution of discounted vouchers for insecticide-treated nets (ITNs) to vulnerable groups has been widely recommended as an approach to reach the poor and vulnerable. However, evidence on pro-poor effectiveness is scarce. The distribution of ITNs in 26 countries in Africa has been found to be strongly concentrated in the least poor households (11). ITNs were found to be more inequitably distributed than untreated bed nets (UTNs) and routine immunisation programmes. Subsidised selling of ITNs has not improved equity of access. In this context, national UTN re-treatment campaigns are recommended as a rapid scale up of equitable ITN coverage.

A study from Kenya assessed the effects of alternative delivery models of ITNs in Kenya between 2004 and 2006; after an incremental
availability of nets from the commercial sector, a programme offering subsidised nets through clinics was followed by free mass distribution of ITNs. Applying an asset index to determine the wealth status of the homestead, the authors show that the free mass campaign had a strong pro-poor effect, while the clinic-based programme had a weaker effect but was still considerably more equitable than commercial social marketing (12).

Kikumbih and colleagues demonstrate that social marketing of mosquito nets in Tanzania reached a higher coverage in the lowest socioeconomic group compared to a control area (13). The intervention comprised mass media campaigns and a discount voucher scheme. However, the introduction of a branded ITN in the local market was considered the main intervention. In the intervention area 51% of the households of the poorest quartile (measured by income) had at least one bed net as compared to only 22% in the poorest quartile of the control area. Although differential coverage among quartiles within the intervention area was not discussed, the overall coverage of 72% suggests a significant rich-poor rate. A different presentation of the effects of the programme across socioeconomic groups (expressed in wealth quintiles on the basis of an asset score) clearly shows that social marketing led to higher increases in net coverage among the poorest than the least poor (14). Referring to the same intervention and setting, an earlier paper reported that, in the intervention area, a child in the least-poor quartile was 2.74 times more likely to own a bed net than a child in the poorest quartile (15). This study is a rare example of a well-evaluated programme that shows a pro-poor effect against a control area but a pro-rich effect in the intervention area.

The Tanzanian national voucher scheme for ITNs has recently been assessed and characterised as a cost-effective strategy for delivering subsidised ITNs to targeted vulnerable groups (16).

Mathanga and colleagues conducted an evaluation of a social marketing programme for ITNs in urban Malawi with a focus on both protective efficacy and utilisation across socioeconomic groups (17). The use of ITNs was associated with proxy indicators of socioeconomic status, such as number of household items, as poorer households were 60% less likely to use treated nets. The study’s findings are consistent with the other cited studies on ITN social marketing programmes.

In Ghana, discount vouchers for ITNs were distributed to pregnant women attending antenatal clinics in the Volta region (18). Three months post-

implementation, it was found that a significant proportion of staff decided not to provide vouchers to women, because they were not able to pay the top-up fee. Although the study does not show results by socioeconomic status, it is reported that the number of vouchers distributed varies greatly geographically and across districts.

Using DHS data from 11 African countries, Worrall and colleagues report that interventions for malaria in pregnancy failed to reach the poor (19). Not only did ITN coverage among pregnant women generally remain very low but it was also highly biased towards the urban and wealthier women. The authors also report inequities in the uptake of other interventions in pregnancy including Intermittent Preventive Treatment (IPT) and case management.

A community approach using “community resource persons” was found to be effective at increasing access and compliance to IPT among the most vulnerable pregnant women in Uganda (20). The easy accessibility of the resource person and the frequent home visits contributed to trust and acceptance.

The integration of ITN distribution into measles vaccination campaigns has been the subject of two studies: A programme in one district in Ghana distributing free ITNs targeted at families with small children and a two-tiered programme in Zambia distributing free ITNs in four rural districts and vouchers in an urban district (21,22). In both settings clear improvements towards an equitable coverage could be observed. The operational costs of the voucher model in urban Zambia were significantly higher than the costs of providing free ITNs in the rural districts.

Among the few behavioural interventions reported in the context of malaria is the case of an education and knowledge programme implemented on a pilot basis in Sri Lanka (23). The intervention, a 20-week educational programme, consisted mainly of participatory exercises. The evaluation showed a significant improvement in knowledge about and actions toward mosquito control in the intervention villages as compared to control villages. There were no differences in the effect of the intervention by socioeconomic characteristics of households.

Of course, a longer-term evaluation period would allow an observation of the degree to which greater knowledge translates in behaviour change and into the final relevant outcome (e.g. malaria cases prevented). However, the degree to which
knowledge translates into behaviour change is unclear, especially in the context of ITN use (24).

Panter-Brick and colleagues present the results of a behaviour change intervention, “repairing household bed nets”, in rural Gambia (25). The observations suggest that some communities might be too poor to benefit from certain interventions, even if these are specifically designed for them.

Macroeconomic policies can have a significant impact on the effectiveness of infectious disease control programmes. In the 1990s, Nicaragua experienced its worst malaria epidemic, partly caused by the country’s macroeconomic structural adjustment programme (26). Malaria outbreaks particularly affected the poorest rural and formerly rural population (now living on the outskirts of Managua).

Among the few successful stories of malaria control at country level is the case of Eritrea (27). The strategy relied strongly on community involvement through health worker recruitment and training, ecological management, indoor residual spraying (IRS), ITN distribution and re-impregnation as well as early diagnosis and effective case management. At the end of 2004, Eritrea had reduced malaria morbidity by 80%, ITN coverage was greater than 70% in endemic areas and households protected by IRS had more than doubled in this period. Specific characteristics of this approach highlight an increase of almost 300% of community health worker recruitment and training and the donation of ITNs targeting firstly pregnant women and children under five. Variation in the success of this strategy by different socioeconomic groups is not known.

HIV/AIDS

Literature on specific pro-poor interventions with regard to HIV/AIDS is sparse. On the other hand, the high cost of antiretroviral drugs (ARV) is a general constraint for many people in need. Thus, it is expected that the poorest are potentially more deprived of ARV treatment in developing countries. Fenton explains the potential relationship at a global level between poverty and HIV, as well as the association of poverty with increased HIV prevalence, on the grounds of increased susceptibility of the poor to infectious diseases (28). She discusses preventing HIV/AIDS through poverty reduction as a core long-term sustainable solution.

There is limited literature on HIV/AIDS programmes where progression to universal coverage with special consideration of reaching the poor has been deemed successful. Among the few interventions targeting the poorest through HIV treatment is the experience of Haiti (29-33). Direct observed therapy with highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) was first implemented as a pilot project in a poor rural community and later scaled up to the entire Département du Centre (a population of 550,000) under the auspices of the Global Fund to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria (GFATM). The initiative relied on using existing TB control infrastructure. Building on the experience of the TB programme, each HIV patient had an accompagnateur (often a community health worker that received special training) who observed ingestion of pills, responded to patient and family concerns and offered moral support. The programme also involved social support including assistance with school fees. It was concluded that the successful implementation of treatment in a setting of high levels of deprivation can be achieved with sustained commitment to free uninterrupted care. The successful increase in access to the programme in Haiti has been the result of reducing barriers to utilisation especially for the rural poor by means of user fee waivers, integration of HIV testing in clinics, free provision of medicines and monitoring tests as well as coverage of transport costs for follow-up visits. These measures have been complemented by home-based adherence support and nutritional support when needed (32).

The differential utilisation of voluntary counselling and HIV testing (VCT) services by socioeconomic status in a poor peri-urban South African setting has been analysed by Thiede and colleagues who observed that the perception of public sector services as being of poor quality leads the relatively better-off among the poor to incur extra costs (34).

HIV and AIDS service NGOs have been involved in microcredit activity with the aim of lightening the economic burden of affected families. Based on the Kenyan example, Datta and Njuguna suggest that sustainable solutions require the cooperation between NGOs, donors and microfinance organisations (35).

Tuberculosis

With an estimated two million deaths each year, tuberculosis (TB) is the second leading cause of death among infectious diseases worldwide. More than 95% of the estimated eight million new cases worldwide occur in the developing world, where more than 80% of cases are among people aged 15-
49 years (36). There is a strong association between the incidence of tuberculosis and the prevalence of HIV infection in Africa, where in some countries rates of HIV infection among TB patients exceed 60%.

WHO and the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease (IUATLD) recommend the DOTS (directly observed treatment, short-course) strategy to control tuberculosis. The five elements of DOTS are political commitment, case-detection by sputum-smear microscopy, short-course treatment with effective case management (direct observation), regular drug supply and systematic monitoring. Where rates of drug resistance or HIV infection are high, DOTS should also be used as a basis for more complex TB-control strategies (37). DOTS can be characterized as a programme that focuses mainly on the individual-level intervention, yet also addresses the structural level.

There is no clear evidence on TB prevalence across socioeconomic strata in different regions of the world, and it is argued that most undetected cases are likely to be located among the poor (38). Social conditions predispose individuals to TB, such as over-crowding, inadequate housing and malnutrition (39, 40). Although it has been argued that “TB thrives in conditions of poverty and can worsen poverty”, the inter-linkages between poverty and TB have not been systematically analysed. Nonetheless, some of the evidence has been reviewed (41-43). The conclusions suggest that particular attention needs to be paid to the socioeconomic determinants of TB and to the TB patients within the poorest population groups. A thorough review of individual and household determinants of malaria, TB and HIV/AIDS by Bates and colleagues highlights some of the factors linking poverty, TB infection and disease (44). The authors draw attention to housing conditions (overcrowding and lack of ventilation), the costs incurred while seeking diagnosis and treatment for TB, and the influences of education, knowledge and behaviour within socio-cultural groups.

Socioeconomic conditions also impact negatively on access to TB care (45,46). A recent study based on China’s 2003 National Household Health Survey found that both breadth and depth of TB services were comparatively low in poorer rural areas; furthermore, both receipt of care and affordability of TB services declined with socioeconomic position (47). The problem of affordability arises even if services are provided free of charge. A study conducted in Malawi found that direct costs associated with the service (e.g. food and transport) as well as indirect costs (e.g. work days lost), though a major economic burden across socioeconomic groups, take on significantly more dramatic dimensions when a woman or when the poor are sick (48). Other studies also highlight the ‘hidden costs’ of TB treatment as a major factor for nonadherence (49). TB patients with so-called social risk factors demonstrate a higher proportion of unsatisfactory treatment outcomes (50).

The Stop TB Partnership has introduced a Second Global Plan to Stop TB 2006-2015 in the light of the MDGs, including six steps to address poverty (51,52). While this approach incorporates structural interventions to target populations and thereby acknowledges differential vulnerability, it does not tackle the social or physical environment. It has been shown that patient adherence to TB treatment is shaped by many factors that include individual patient characteristics as well as contextual factors, such as the social and economic environment (53). There is ample evidence that structural barriers lead to nonadherence, particularly within lower socioeconomic strata (49). A study on access to India’s TB control programme revealed that poor and socially marginalized patients systematically received worse services (54).

An appraisal of the controversial discussion of the effectiveness of TB DOTS would be misplaced in the context of this review. There are, however, a few points that are worthwhile reporting, as their discussion may provide insights on how the pro-poor characteristics of TB control could be improved. Lienhardt and Ogden discuss factors that jeopardize the effective implementation of DOTS, such as patients’ attitudes towards the disease and the large variability of access to care (55).

A variety of interventions have been incorporated in TB control programmes to increase adherence, such as incentives and enablers (56-59); patient schemes that include the provision of food, support for transport or vouchers; or provider schemes, in which providers receive a bonus that is tied to performance. The success of these programmes is largely anecdotal. Some initial research shows that patient incentives are not necessarily associated with improved treatment adherence, whilst provider incentives can positively impact on case detection (60). Based on a cluster randomized controlled trial conducted in Senegal, Thiam et al. recommend an intervention package that emphasizes counselling, communication and the reinforcement of supervision activities (61).
light of socio-demographic factors, other studies have previously pointed towards the need for health education, improved communication skills and attention from medical staff (62,63).

DOTS has been implemented predominantly in the public system. Sheikh and colleagues claim that public-private interaction in the provision of TB care can improve equity of access to care as well as enhancing continuity of care (64). This, however, requires extensive additional research on health seeking behaviour, the impact of fees and the quality of private sector providers in various settings. A review by Malmborg and colleagues suggests a private-public mix (PPM) model that would be inherently pro-poor as it could significantly improve TB detection among the poor and vulnerable (65). Salim et al. report how the recruitment of semi-qualified private health providers within a PPM DOTS framework in Bangladesh has improved access to affordable high quality TB treatment in poor rural populations (66).

**Tropical and neglected diseases of the poor**

The so-called neglected tropical diseases (NTD) affect mainly poor populations that live in settings characterized by poor environmental conditions. Most of these diseases are considered ‘neglected’ because they do not receive much attention from the scientific community, donor agencies and policy makers.

The first group of diseases consists of four tropical diseases targeted for elimination: Chagas disease, lymphatic filariasis, onchocerciasis and leprosy (67). Although curative treatment is available for all these diseases, there is, to a varied extent, uncertainty surrounding treatment effectiveness. In all these diseases, treatment relies on donated drugs. The general strategies for disease control comprise sustained vector control activities and disease management. Both prove challenging in poor countries with weak health systems. The successful interruption of vectorial and transfusional transmission of Chagas disease has been reported in various countries of the southern cone of Latin America (68). However, as Chagas disease has a long incubation period (around 20 years from infection), this does not mean that the Chagas burden is no longer a public health concern in these countries. The relevance of Chagas disease and its links with poverty in Latin America have been recently portrayed as an impediment to reaching the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) (69).

Other groups of tropical diseases lacking appropriate control measures are dengue, leishmaniasis and human African trypanosomiasis (HAT or sleeping sickness) (70). These three conditions are vector transmitted diseases. In the case of dengue (mosquito borne) there is no specific treatment apart from patient management and supportive treatment. Vector control plays a key role in prevention. For leishmaniasis (transmitted by sand flies) case detection and treatment is the main approach; drugs, however, are expensive.

A recent article portrays poverty as the major underlying cause of leishmaniasis, mainly due to poor housing conditions and environmental sanitation (71). Guerin highlights the challenges associated with the diagnosis and treatment of leishmaniasis, aggravated by the presence of co-infection with HIV (72). He suggests that a multiple approach will suit all conditions. Tailoring control strategies to each eco-epidemiological entity, sustained financial and political commitment and a multidisciplinary approach (involving all relevant government sectors) are components of the approach suggested by Desjeux for leishmaniasis control (73).

Treatment for HAT is provided free of charge by WHO but extensive hospitalisation is required, which proves challenging if the health-care infrastructure is weak and there is poor patient adherence. Thus vector control plays also an important role in the control of HAT. Drugs available for leishmaniasis and HAT are antiquated and very toxic. It is believed that these drugs would not have been accepted for introduction if the assessment had been based on current systems of market authorisation (70).

Soil-transmitted helminth infection (STH) and schistosomiasis, both parasitic infections, are transmitted in environments contaminated with egg-carrying faeces. Therefore they are closely associated with poverty, poor sanitation and lack of clean water (74). Obstacles impacting on the effectiveness of deworming are the low efficacy of single-doses of mebendazole and albendazole (for hookworm and trichuris infection), the high rate of post-treatment reinfection in high endemic areas, and the gradually diminishing efficacy of the drug possibly due to resistance. Thus, the long-term impact of treatment seems to be shaped by poor environmental and living conditions, as recently highlighted in a review of socioeconomic studies and drug efficacy of schistosomiasis in Brazil (75). Drugs recommended for public health interventions vary by type of infection and region.
School-based deworming is recommended as the most practical and substantive means of control but relies on children’s school attendance, which if low (in relation to the catchment area) is likely to play out against the very poor. Few examples from the literature show how the school programmes have been able to achieve large-scale implementation at low cost in Ghana and Tanzania (76). However, although not reported, the net primary school attendance rate is very low in Ghana (around 60% nationwide), and probably much lower in rural areas.

Recent ideas in the management of neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) comprise integrated drug treatment and the use of the delivery mechanisms currently available for the three well funded diseases (77-80). However, the potential of these interventions at effectively reaching the poor needs yet to be demonstrated. The Global Programme to Eliminate Lymphatic Filariasis (GPELF) has shown benefits not only for lymphatic filariasis but also for onchocerciasis and intestinal nematode infections (81). The use of praziquantel together with albendazole has also been implemented with success for school-age children in Uganda, and for the control of schistosomiasis and STH. However, funding as well as operational challenges constitute constraints to reach remote communities.

The appropriate measurement of the burden of some of the NTDs has been highlighted as the potential reason for its neglect. Engels and Savioli report that a series of infectious diseases are not even listed in the Global Burden of Disease study (82,83). These include e.g. _Taenia solium_ cysticercosis, hydatid disease, opisthorchiasis/choinorchiasis, fasciococcosis, strongyloidiasis and rabies. The potential underestimation of the burden of schistosomiasis and soil-transmitted helminthic infection has been reported in various publications (79, 84-86).

**Integrated vector control and environmental management for preventing infectious diseases**

Many of the infectious diseases addressed here (e.g. malaria and most of the neglected tropical diseases) are vector transmitted or otherwise highly influenced by environmental management (e.g. TB). Thus, environmental management is essential to any control strategy (23, 67, 70, 87-91). Beyond the use of ITNs for malaria control, vector control activities (including IRS, chemical treatment of larvae breeding sites and other vector specific environmental measures) are considered effective and cost-effective for preventing disease transmission. However, after successful experiences in the 1960s, the importance of these activities has mostly been ignored (91). The reappearance of many vector-borne diseases two decades ago have faced weak vector control programmes, as many experienced professionals migrated to other activities (91). Vector transmission and poor environmental conditions tend to correlate with populations living in poverty, thus vector control activities and environmental management are likely to be pro-poor. However, vector control is not without challenges. Vectors (and parasites) continually evolve, develop resistance to insecticides (and drugs) and adapt to changing ecology. Therefore, constant surveillance and research is required.

Geographical information systems (GIS), satellite-based remote sensing and spatial statistics have contributed immensely to the control and research on vector transmitted diseases, such as Chagas disease, malaria, schistosomiasis, STH and scabies. In Sri Lanka, malaria cases were mapped at the smallest administrative level for each month over a 10-year period (92). High malaria risk was associated with poor socioeconomic status among other factors. Mathematical modelling using GIS mapping can be used in the prioritisation of areas for IRS for Chagas disease. A study from Colombia which uses a cost-effectiveness approach shows that risk maps can be used for prioritisation in the search of efficiency gains as well as to design pro-poor interventions (93). However, the diffusion of tools such as GIS and remote sensing needs to go beyond the research context and become accessible to local health planners so that the benefits can be realized in developing countries. In the context of malaria integrated vector management (IVM), Mukabana and colleagues point out the need for ecological skills, which are very scarce in Africa (90). Based on experiences from Kenya and Tanzania, the authors suggest that partnerships between communities, policy makers and academic ecologists can address this gap.

A specific framework taking into account environmental (vector-related) as well as social factors in the design of control strategies has been suggested by Ezzati et al. (88).

**Discussion**

Systematic exploration of the documented evidence on the degree to which control interventions for infectious diseases benefit the poor shows that the question has neither been a priority in programme
development nor has it been addressed articulately in research. Programmes show no clear systematic initial effort to address the poor. The literature provides initial insights into the scope of potentially pro-poor design elements yet the evidence needs to be systematized and the initial set of ideas synthesized into reasoned strategies.

Most research into malaria-related interventions focuses on prevention, particularly the distribution of ITNs. Here, the lessons learnt highlight that independent from the types of economic incentives, including discount voucher schemes, and particular programmes to increase information and awareness among deprived groups, the relatively better-off tend to benefit more. However, there are examples of programmes explicitly targeted at the poor that have achieved decreasing inequities in ITN use, e.g. through mass distribution campaigns. As a result of the lack of common research objectives and common methodological approaches, the comparison and generalisation of findings is difficult.

The pro-poor effectiveness of particular programmes targeted at the HIV/AIDS pandemic has been difficult to establish, as studies frequently report results from interventions within narrow geographical areas characterized by poverty. Therefore successes are automatically assumed to reflect pro-poor effectiveness. The evidence suggests that more research into the social epidemiology of HIV/AIDS and the sphere of access to preventive services and treatment may be required to establish a basis for the analysis into the pro-poor effectiveness of particular programmes.

Research from a diverse set of geographical areas has contributed to a body of literature that reflects the social epidemiology of TB. The social risk factors are well established, even if prevalence across socioeconomic groups is not necessarily fully comparable across different regions of the world. In particular, there is impressive evidence on the role that health communication plays in improving access to TB care. The vast body of literature around the effectiveness of TB DOTS contains evidence that the pro-poor effectiveness can significantly be improved by thorough integration into a broader primary health-care paradigm.

There are various technical or logistical challenges associated with many of the tropical and neglected diseases. These include complex or expensive diagnosis, uncertain treatment effectiveness, toxic drugs for treatment, long treatment periods, a high reinfection rate, potentially increasing drug resistance, expensive treatment and challenging vector control elimination. These factors, which can be termed the “practical challenges”, together with the common denominator that most of the communities affected by these conditions are substantially poor, raise doubts about the appropriateness of the single-disease/programme approach. Interventions aiming to achieve long-term or sustained effects should focus on eliminating environmental risks factors (including vector control, the provision of clean water, sanitation, hygiene education and improved housing). There is an urgent need to evaluate their impact within a broader context of development and poverty reduction.

Integrated approaches addressing environmental factors, health risks, health care and poverty alleviation could yield sustainable and even more efficient results in the long term due to the synergetic effects on people’s quality of life. The successful histories of lymphatic filariasis elimination in Japan (94), schistosomiasis in China (95) and Chagas disease in the southern parts of South America (68) have various features in common. They were the results of comprehensive, multisectoral (and, in the case of Chagas, multi-country) approaches, which did not yield fruit overnight. Efforts were sustained for longer periods and were characterized by a flexibility to tailor solutions to local eco-social needs.

As living conditions determine the sustainability of positive programme outcomes, long-term health benefits to the poor can hardly be achieved unless structural programmes are implemented that incorporate social strategies beyond the health-care context. Future research needs to explore if and under what conditions service and programme benefits that are labelled “pro-poor” actually translate into health gains. We recommend the establishment of monitoring mechanisms, as outcomes may vary dramatically with time. Only once the urgently needed coherent framework for the design and evaluation of interventions targeted at the poor is in place will sustainable large-scale initiatives be able to replace the current practice of ad hoc and piecemeal approaches.
Table:  Key resources describing experiences in reaching the poor with infectious disease programmes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s) year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Objectives/goals of the study</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
<th>Authors’ conclusions</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abidle, Schulenberg, Heiner, Mulero, Marchant, Smith, Tumere &amp; Langhi, 2003</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>Community cross-sectional study on some social marketing programmes for ITNs as Kavanagh et al. (2001) with the objective to assess impact in very young children</td>
<td>Rapid increase of ITN ownership with associated reduction of the prevalence of malnutrition and anaemia</td>
<td>Substantial impact on morbidity associated with distribution of ITNs as a public health setting</td>
<td>Well-designed study of limited relevance for the assessment of pro-poor effectiveness, yet focus on vulnerable groups provides valuable insights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buchan, J. Weihe &amp; Bannister, 2000</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>Study of home management of malaria in two communities of differing socio-economic levels</td>
<td>Social cohesion between community health workers and households</td>
<td>Lack of access to health services and poor community links to less effective treatment, particularly in young children</td>
<td>Small study using an ad hoc approach; yet powerful findings on the impact of social-economic background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katsande, Henson, Mills, Miyanda &amp; Schulenberg, 2003</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>Assessment of social marketing approach in the provision of ITNs with a view to efficacy and acceptability</td>
<td>Social marketing, through costly, achieved higher levels of coverage benefiting the poorest socio-economic group and other vulnerable groups</td>
<td>Social marketing of ITNs as successful model that has influenced policy at the national and international level; yet, there is not sufficient evidence to guide equity-oriented health sector decision making</td>
<td>Highly relevant study that assesses a programme using a case-control approach, still there is a clear approach to measuring pro-poorness and not enough evidence to derive pro-poor policy recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kers, Webster, Taylor, Banne &amp; Adam, 2007</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>Study to assess coverage of vulnerable groups with ITNs under public-private voucher scheme in the Volta region</td>
<td>Distribution of vouchers distributed to vulnerable groups greatly varied geographically and access limited</td>
<td>More evidence on role of contextual factors required, as eligibility criteria were consistently applied by interveners</td>
<td>Study demonstrates various problems associated with targeting of the context of programmes to benefit the poor and vulnerable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbanya, Nyugwira &amp; Mungwenzi, 2007</td>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Study evaluates an ITN programme using community resource persons</td>
<td>Approach increased access and compliance in rural communities</td>
<td>Authors support review of policies on malnutrition in pregnancy to allow provision of ITNs through improved community structures</td>
<td>Study demonstrates various lessons on programmes and health communication to improve access for vulnerable groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mennis &amp; Kunene, 2004</td>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>Study to assess the impact of socio-economic factors on the incidence of malaria</td>
<td>Only limited statistically significant evidence of links between socio-economic variables and malaria incidence, socio-economic index and malaria incidence are positively related</td>
<td>Suggestion that better-off have improved care reporting and may be more likely to seek treatment</td>
<td>Study presents promising results, potentially owing to changes in methodological approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulligan, Vukich &amp; Henson, 2008</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>Costing study to assess cost-effectiveness of voucher scheme to deliver subsidized ITNs to targeted groups</td>
<td>Cost per voucher used and per treated not year show low cost per output ratio</td>
<td>Tyvek national voucher schemes for ITNs in a cost-effective strategy for delivering subsidised ITNs to targeted vulnerable groups</td>
<td>Rigorous costing study that neither defines vulnerability nor distinguishes levels of socio-economic status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orowo, Iwe, Moustafa &amp; Mzuruva, 2005</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>Assessment of socio-economic inequities in malaria prevention</td>
<td>Positive relationship between socio-economic status and expenditure on insecticide-treated bed nets; poorest households spend least on malaria prevention and were least likely to own mosquito nets</td>
<td>Inequalities in malaria prevention need to be addressed in Sudan, design of malaria prevention strategies should incorporate equity goals</td>
<td>Example of a study applying rigorous analytical tools to assess the pro-poorness of a specific set of interventions in a specific geographic setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter Beck, Clarke, Lema, Paulus &amp; Lindsey, 2006</td>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>Case study of community-directed interventions designed to reduce malaria in a rural community</td>
<td>Interventions ‘teaching household bed nets’, accompanied by various measures of social interaction, led to significant increase in bed net usage</td>
<td>Authors present ‘framework to embed the design, implementation and critical evaluation of interventions within the larger context of health policy’</td>
<td>Relevant study that highlights the need to provide communities by taking socio-cultural needs into account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster, Lewis, Buie, Schallenberg &amp; Henson, 2005</td>
<td>26 African countries</td>
<td>Distribution of ITNs across socio-economic quintiles (equity of ITN coverage)</td>
<td>Vaccination across socio-economic quintiles, however, distribution of ITNs strongly biased towards richer households, ITNs more equitably distributed</td>
<td>Public health value of commercial net market underserved, as [these markets have not contributed to equitable and sustainable coverage of mosquito nets] than have the ITNs delivered through public-health systems and projects</td>
<td>Thorough cross-country research based on publicly available demographic and health surveys and multiple indicator cluster surveys that provide a lead towards a necessary shift in programmes design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wend, Bann &amp; Henson, 2003</td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>Literature review on the link between malaria and poverty</td>
<td>Mixed evidence, broad variety of approaches to measuring socio-economic status</td>
<td>Important socio-economic differentials exist in access to malaria care</td>
<td>Review highlights the problems associated with lack of common concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wend, Nel, Yeung, Wrigley, Webster, Hill, Warner &amp; Mills, 2007</td>
<td>Various countries</td>
<td>Review to report on coverage, equity, cost, and cost-effectiveness of interventions to tackle malaria</td>
<td>Coverage is generally inadequate and fails to reach the poor</td>
<td>Authors assess general lack of adequate data and suggest research priorities around the economics of malaria as a determinant</td>
<td>Highly instructive review that attempts to provide a comprehensive, such as one on equity ratios where national data are insufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yensi, Mungwenzi, Spelman &amp; Lewis, 2006</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Study on community-based educational intervention</td>
<td>Intervention kept high participation across socio-demographic subgroups leading to increased use of environmental extract methods for mosquito control</td>
<td>Programmes can be replicated elsewhere in settings with low literacy rates but needs to be adapted to local context</td>
<td>Study demonstrates that programmes need to be fine-tuned to local contexts and socio-cultural environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deets &amp; Ngwag, 2008</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Article describing the impact of microcredit activity on the enhancement of livelihood security in poor communities affected by HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>Microcredit in the area of microcredit are required to empower people severely impacted by HIV and AIDS</td>
<td>Sustainability of microcredit initiatives require the cooperation between NGOs, donors and microfinance organizations</td>
<td>Conclusions of this article are relevant in the context of pro-poor intervention, as the benefits of microcredit are highlighted and barriers to the engagement of &quot;traditional&quot; microfinance organizations are pointed out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mludinge, Ives, Lwanda, Flerer &amp; Balfour, 2008</td>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>A study to describe interventions that promote access to care and adherence to ART in poor rural communities</td>
<td>Multi-drug comprehensive interventions succeeded in increasing access to antiretroviral therapy in poor rural settings</td>
<td>A multitude of measures is required to successfully increase access to care, additional support may be required to address special needs of vulnerable groups</td>
<td>Article is representative of several studies and reviews that describe successful multi-channel approaches in the context of HIV/AIDS care with a view to poor and vulnerable groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table: Key resources describing experiences in reaching the poor with infectious disease programmes (contd.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s), year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Objectives/purpose of the study</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
<th>Authors' conclusions</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bola, Selig, Liu, Hanson, Luna, Teater &amp; Trepman, 2006</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Study using a cross-sectional survey to investigate the potential impact of incentives to improve TB treatment adherence</td>
<td>Health service support incentives scored highest among incentives classified as economic, administrative, health service support, and habits</td>
<td>Authors highlight system failures and emphasize the importance of operations research as a useful tool for identifying reasons underlying lack of access for the poor and vulnerable</td>
<td>Useful study (even if not rigorous programme evaluation) assessing the need for incentives that have frequently been suggested in the literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reeves, 2004</td>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>Descriptive ethnographic study to investigate the reasons underlying nonadherence with TB therapy among a vulnerable group (Ayoree-speaking residents of La Paz)</td>
<td>Against common assumptions nonadherence was not a result of cultural differences but of hidden costs of treatment, poor access to care, ethnic discrimination, and poor treatment by the health system</td>
<td>The author claims that an overemphasis of cultural difference may obscure a more practical understanding of nonadherence as marginalized populations</td>
<td>Descriptive study that demonstrates how structural barriers lead to nonadherence, particularly within lower socio-economic status populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogden, Rangan, Udagama, Porter, Bhagha, Saw &amp; Nyhsan, 1999</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Review drawing on a wide range of studies in India bringing to light the need to consider social processes</td>
<td>Accessibility, quality of care and costs to patients may render adherence to TB programmes unattainable; real barriers include poverty, social and economic inequality, and gender inequalities</td>
<td>Access problem needs to be addressed by reorienting TB control programmes towards “a commitment to enabling patients to obtain the care they need, want, and deserve”</td>
<td>Review strongly argues against conventional explanations for treatment failures and underlying assumptions; authors demonstrate that treatment failures are, in fact, system failures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singh, Jaswal, Porter, Ogden, Saini, Sharma, Azcue &amp; Jem, 2002</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Article reporting on findings from operational research studies in two pilot sites in New Delhi assessing exclusions of the most vulnerable from TB care after the introduction of DOTS</td>
<td>The introduction of the Revised National Tuberculosis Control Programme of India (RNTCP) has continued to exclude the most vulnerable patients</td>
<td>The programme was not geared up to meet the TB care needs of the most vulnerable due to lack of support to both frontline health workers and patients</td>
<td>Beyond identifying the “dangers of target-driven programmes”, the paper suggests operational research as a tool to identify access barriers faced by the poor and vulnerable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summary Boxes

What has been learned from this review?

- In the context of infectious disease programmes, there is no systematic initial effort to target the poor.
- Most infectious disease programmes with a focus on the poor have been established in malaria prevention and control.
- Programmes addressing the neglected tropical diseases are generally not fine-tuned and assessed with a view to socioeconomic sub-groups.
- Improving access to treatment and prevention for the poor and vulnerable requires a thorough understanding of the socioeconomic and sociocultural dimensions.
- Evidence suggests that integrated approaches have most potential to sustainably work in favour of the poor and vulnerable and to translate into health gains.

Implications for public health practice

- There is a need to develop an operational definition of “pro-poor effectiveness” in order to facilitate the design, implementation and evaluation of programmes.
- In order to reduce economic and health-related inequities, the design of infectious disease programmes needs to take into account the eco-social needs of the poor and vulnerable.
- Pro-poor programmes should therefore ideally be designed as components of a multisectoral framework.
- Infectious disease programmes need to be integrated into the broader context of development and poverty reduction.

Priority research areas

- Even though recent research has been able to shed light on social and economic determinants of health, the poverty-access nexus has not been systematically addressed so as to inform the design of pro-poor infectious disease programmes.
- Best-practice guidelines for the implementation of integrated programmes with a pro-poor focus need to be developed.
- A coherent framework for the evaluation of programme outcomes with a pro-poor focus has yet to be presented.
- A full multidisciplinary research agenda on design, implementation and evaluation of pro-poor infectious disease programmes needs to be drawn up, as there is no clear evidence on the determinants of “pro-poor effectiveness”.
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